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Interview II: Background Journal 

 

Valerie Williams’ interview for American University’s DC Oral History and Social 

Justice Project was recorded on November 8, 2012 at the Martin Luther King Jr. Library in 

Washington, DC.  This interview is a part a collective effort with interviews by Alison Kootstra 

and Mary Bergman, fellow student interviewers, in the graduate program and Oral History 

course led by Dr. Dan Kerr. Alison Kootstra was present during this interview sharing the 

recording responsibilities, to capture both the audio and video for this project. 

The goal of this collective effort to document the experience of unhoused individuals in 

the Washington, DC in hopes of aiding ongoing advocacy efforts. The preliminary contact was 

made by American University professor, Dr. Dan Kerr earlier this year, with Eric Sheptock 

current chairperson of  SHARC  (Shelter, Housing and Real Change).  Prior to our initial 

interview, Alison Kootstra and I attended the September 17th, 2012 SHARC (Shelter, Housing 

and Real Change) meeting where we met Eric Sheptock and Ms. Valerie Williams, a housed 

advocate, for the first time. Ms. Williams graciously volunteered to support our endeavors. 

Valerie Williams, an equally passionate and dynamic representative for the homeless, 

moved to Washington, DC in the early seventies and has seen the transformation of the homeless 
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population in the nation’s capital over the years. Motivated by her belief that she has been called 

of God to aid the homeless, Ms. Williams shares her heartfelt views on the role that racism, 

drugs, and lack of affordable housing play on the homeless population in DC.  

The influence of racial discrimination on Ms. Williams’ early life in South Carolina is 

reflected in this interview, providing understanding of  her initial relocation to New York prior to 

her move to Washington, DC. The dialogue concerning her early life offers insight into Ms. 

Williams’ position on discrimination which she contends is closely related to the 

disproportionate number of African Americans unhoused in DC.  Once in Washington, Ms. 

Williams charts her journey into the work market and shares her views on how the government 

could potentially combat homelessness. During the interview, Ms. Williams’ communicates her 

displeasure for the lack of government programming and support with resounding compassion 

crediting her religious beliefs as motivation to support the unhoused population. 

In conclusion, this interview captures a gentleness and compassion that must be heard 

rather than read, to fully experience. There is a moment during the interview that Ms. Williams 

acknowledges that Alison is Caucasian and nods toward her in hopes that her discourse is not 

offensive, displaying her sensitivity. At the end of the session, Ms. Williams and I embrace; she 

heads for the door, turns around and goes back across the room to hug Alison.  


